ABSTRACT Iyko Day makes a compelling intervention in discussions of race, capital, and settler colonialism. Her book presents a theorization of the abstract economism of Asian racialization by examining how social differentiation functions as a destructive form of abstraction anchored by settler colonial ideologies of romantic anticapitalism. By engaging with capitalism's abstraction of differentiated gendered and racialized labor in order to create value, Day's project diverges from scholarship arguing that capitalism pro ts from labor via the production, rather than the abstraction, of racialized difference (Lowe 1996; Roediger 2008). Her book engages a rich multimedia archive and uses principal historical instances of Asian North American cultural production as theoretical texts to examine key racial policies since the 19th century: Chinese railroad labor in the 1880s, anti-Asian immigration restrictions; internment of Japanese civilians during World War II, and the neoliberalization of immigration policy in the late 1960s. 
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She begins her book with the moment when a "Caucasian-looking woman" replaced an Asian woman as scientist on the Canadian one-hundred-dollar bill and she ends with the "Iron Chink, " a moment when a machine replaced 30 Chinese laborers in the Paci c Northwest salmon canneries. While the narrative moment describing the one-hundreddollar bill highlights the abstraction of Asians as money commodity and the narrative moment discussing the "Iron Chink" highlights the abstraction of Asians as machine commodity, both moments function as racial signi ers. These different signi ers demonstrate the dialectical nature of concrete and abstract labor and also produce Asians as a destructive, abstract form of capital. The replacement, disposability, and rejection of the Asian gure in both of these objects illustrate Day's argument that the "Asian subject in North America personi es abstract processes of value formation anchored by labor" 
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